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Poi
Documentary film 2m45s
A homage to John Cage prepared piano* by Lochaber High School S3 Music class; applying
new and experimental ideas and methods to music, art and technology.The film showcases
the pupils; pictures and film, sound from field and voice recordings; sculptural objects, drawings and interactive artwork*.
21st Century Tool
The project began with a electronic tool called a Touch Board - allows any surface to connect to
the digital world by conductive material or electronic paint. A Touch Board has 12 electrodes that
can be extended to create individual touch sensors. I saw this tool as a potential to engage with
pupils and teachers from a range of subjects in the high school. Third year Music class used the
tool to make sculptural sounds/‘instruments’.
Interactive Artwork:
Music Room:
saxophone + player
piano + player
sculptural sounds - pupils handmade ‘instruments’
conductor - conducting pupils by using coloured drawing
audience/pupils with coloured drawing + ‘playing’ the sculptural sounds
The saxophone and piano played jazz improvisation (unrehearsed).The conductor held up the
coloured drawings to direct the pupil with the same coloured drawing forward. It was undetermined which sculptural sounds the pupil/player would touch. It was unknown to conductor and
pupils what each sculptural sounds ‘played’.
Title
Poi comes from a tradition of performance art using voice, music, objects and dance
(originated from New Zealand). It also means object manipulation. I have used the word
Poi as a symbol of young people shaping and constructing their own learning. I like to use
materials easily changeable. In this project, aluminium wire rods were shaped to make objects in
the instrument construction. I wanted to find a word that supported the idea of young people having more control of their learning experience.
Methods
Chance in art making / chance in music making
process-driven
cross-curriculum
explorative
interactive
experimental
senatorial
transformative
visual literacy
photography techniques
‘Sprechstimme’ - A vocal style that combines elements of song and speech.

Subjects
contemporary art
music
photography
computing science
post-modernism:
Mr Young previously taught the class about one of the major figures in the modernist movement in
music, John Cage. The class studied Prepared Piano - which Cage placed objects on piano
strings to alter the sound when played. To reintroduce this method, Mr Young suggested the
pupils experimented with objects on the school piano strings.
Process-driven
I started the project with a undetermined outcome with structures in place to facilitate subject and
peer group learning:
Field Recordings/ Sound
The sounds were made from their own environment. The project started by collecting the pupils
objects they had in their school bags that were conductive. They added them to my conductive
objects on a table in the middle of the room. The most notable object from a pupils school bag
was a ruby shoe. The metal studs recorded on the piano generating unusual sounds.
Voice Recordings
The spoken word from the film was made by pupils having opportunity to amplify their voice in a
private space. I asked them to think about the common voices from the school environment.
Art
sculptural objects were made by cutting and bending aluminium wire rods. These small sculptures would form the main body of their ‘instruments’ and the surface to connect to the digital
recorded sounds (Touch Board).
Lens-based
Pupils photographed and filmed the entire process.
Technical
The real magic began when they added their sounds to the sculptures by assembling the wire
rods to the electronic tool.
Feedback
[on their favourite part of the project]
I liked assembling the touch board with the sculptures as I really like technology.
I also liked the jazz improv
[on what surprised them]
the objects making noises
recording device because it was really fun to say random things in to it
[on their favourite material]
using Davy’s rugby shoe on the piano as it made a nice sound
[Mr Young on using the Touch Boards]
What you're doing is an extension of their [john Cage & Steve Reich] ideas using new
technology and interrupting a [musical note] system

Audrey O Brien was appointed by Room 13 International to work with pupils and staff to develop
and deliver a series of cross curricular projects and creative engagements at Lochaber High
School. Audrey’s role, and the many projects she effected during her residency with Room 13,
was made possible with project funding from Highland Youth Arts Hub and supported by Creative
Scotland’s Time to Shine initiative.

* Prepared Piano
Prepared Piano, John Cage: The process of installing every-day objects at strategic
places between the strings of a piano in order to allow it to create a myriad of new sounds.
To reintroduce this method, Mr Young suggested the pupils experimented with
the sculptural objects on the school piano strings.
https://wmich.edu/musicgradexamprep/ModernTerms.html
* Interactive Art
Simply defined, interactive art is a type of installation that allows the audience or
spectator to interact with the piece in a way that achieves its desired purpose.
http://www.artinteractive.org/interactive-art/

